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Abax Diversified Fund Commentary 
 

Market Overview 

 
The communication from global central banks began to shift towards a hawkish tone in June sending 

bond yields higher. The US Fed hiked rates by 25 basis points and pointed to a further normalization 

of interest rates. To date we have experienced a very slow tightening cycle in the US and the Fed has 

consistently looked for reasons NOT to hike rates. However, the focus now seems to have shifted and 

the FED has recently pointed to easy financial conditions and elevated asset prices as reasons to 

continue rate hikes. After the Fed we then saw Mario Draghi signal that the ECB’s QE program has 

peaked and that further accommodation was unnecessary. Statements from the central banks of 

England and Canada signaled a desire to hike rates in the coming months.  

 

The ANC elective conference delivered many headlines but little substantial content. The ruling party 

did adopt a resolution that the Reserve Bank private shareholding structure be unwound. This 

structure is an artefact of history and has no impact on the control of the SARB or its mandate. 

However, following the ill-considered attacks on the SARB’s mandate by the public protector and 

deputy finance minister, the market has been nervous about the independence of South Africa’s 

central bank. It is essential for the country’s stability that it maintains an independent central bank 

with credible governors and a consistent policy framework.  

 

Rising yields put asset prices under pressure and brought an end to the strong inflows that Emerging 

Markets have experienced in recent months. The All Share Index fell 3,5% while Bonds (-0,9%) and 

Inflation Linked Bonds (-0,2%) were also weaker. Listed Property was delivered a return of 0,3%. 

 

Fund Update 

 

The domestic and offshore fixed income assets performed well due to their yield and low duration. 

UK property and preference shares were flat. We continue to see UK property as cheap relative to fair 

value. The underlying assets are priced at crisis era discounts to gross asset value. The pound is also 

cheap relative to where we see fair value as the market continues to discount high levels of anxiety 

regarding Brexit.  

  

Duration has remained broadly unchanged at 0.2 years. The current duration is comparable to a 

money market fund as we do not want to take on interest rate risk with yields at current levels. The 

market continues to price in a very optimistic scenario for rate cuts by the SARB. The weak economy 

may present the SARB with an opportunity to cut rates. However, with interest rates at 7% the 

potential for a steep cutting cycle is limited. Structural inflation in SA remains a problem and the SARB 

has continued to emphasise its desire for core inflation expectations to track closer to the middle of 

the inflation target band.  
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We have focused on maximizing the yield of the fund by accumulating good quality floating rate assets 

at very attractive levels.  In recent months we have increased exposure to solid names such as Old 

Mutual, Santam, Naspers, Telkom and Steinhoff credit.  

 

The currency exposure is currently 6.75% as we added a 1,5% exposure to the Mexican Peso during 

the month. We have an additional 3.4% allocated to European property assets. We maintained our 

position in offshore bonds as we believe they pose a very favourable return profile with acceptable 

risk. 

 

We are happy with the high level of credit quality in the fund and the yield pickup we are able to 

generate. The current market environment creates opportunities for yield enhancement and we will 

add to our holdings as we see value. We will continue to focus on maximising yield, while looking for 

strategic allocations to the various income asset classes in order to generate additional performance. 

 

The weighted average yield of the Fund is currently 8.8%. 

 


